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Chapter 1: Finding Your Footing in Fashion
Drawing

Getting Started with Fashion Drawing

Filling your sketchbook
Studying the masters

Grasping the Basics of Fashion Drawing

Separating fashion from figure drawing
Choosing a good pose
Drawing a basic fashion figure

Making Your Art Your Own

Developing a signature style
Keeping your work fresh and refining
techniques

Exploring the Field of Fashion Illustration

Considering careers in fashion illustration
Looking at careers in fashion design
Breaking into the fashion world

Chapter 2: Gathering Supplies and Setting Up
Your Work Space

Stopping at the Art Supply Store

Picking out papers
Purchasing pencils



Examining erasers
Markers: Making a permanent addition to
your drawing arsenal
Sealing with fixative
Buying a toolbox for art supplies

Creating a Studio Space

Quiet, bustling, at home, or in town:
Claiming a space that suits you
Lighting that works
Hammering out your drawing surface
Taking a seat
Organizing your side table
Cleaning up!

Storing Your Work

Saving work on the computer
Investing in portfolios

Chapter 3: Beginning with Figure Drawing Basics

A Little Warm-Up: Starting with Lines, Curves,
and Shapes

Playing around with basic shapes
Taking lines from long to short, thick to
thin
Drawing cool curves

Starting with a Stick Figure



Creating the line of symmetry
Laying out body lines
Choosing sides: Drawing a stick figure
from another angle

Creating a Figure Drawing

Getting a head start
Moving on to the neck and shoulders
Taking up arms
Keeping your hands out
Watching the waistlines
Fitting in the hips
Setting down sturdy legs
These feet are made for walking

Adding Depth with Shading

Shading in all the right places
Creating shine-on shades
Stippling starters

Part II: Building a Fabulous Fashion Figure

Chapter 4: Working with the Basic Fashion
Drawing Rules

Presenting the Golden Rules of Fashion
Illustration

Noting the different goals of fashion
drawing and figure drawing
Focusing on exaggeration and style



Keeping your fashion heads small

The Four Fashion Views

Facing forward: The front view
Teasing the viewer with the three-quarter
view
Turning to the side view
Spinning around to see the back view

Building a Basic Fashion Figure

Starting with the S curve
Curving the spine with the letter S
Taking S-shortcuts: Slanting shoulders
and hips

Exploring New Relationships: Fashionable
Proportions

Using your head to keep fashion figures
in proportion
Checking out differences between female
and male proportions
Children’s proportions: So cute, so
different!

Fixing, Finishing, or Discarding Your Work

Deciding whether a drawing can be saved
Knowing when to consider a drawing
done
Knowing when to toss it out



Chapter 5: Tackling the Torso

Creating a Terrific Torso

Basic shapes: Setting your traps
Marking the center front and the apex
Refining the torso
A bend at the waist: Adding attitude

Drawing the Torso from Different Views

Sidling up for a side view
Intensifying intrigue with three-quarter
views
Getting a good look at the back

Chapter 6: Forming Fabulous Arms, Hands, Legs,
and Feet

Styling a Figure with Fashion Arms

Thin and sassy: Working with women’s
arms
Sculpting arms for men
Staying simple with children’s arms

Handling Hands

From arm to hand: Drawing the wrist
Lending a lady a hand
Showing strength in a man’s hands



Propping Up Your Figures on Fashion-Ready
Legs

Lingering over a gal’s long, lean legs
Singing praises about sexy men’s legs
Drawing children’s legs

Putting Your Best Fashion Foot Forward

Being sweet with tiny fashion feet
Playing with the Barbie arch
Sassy, simple fashion foot poses

Chapter 7: Putting Your Best Face Forward

Choosing the Right View for Your Face

Subtle and sassy: Drawing faces in the
three-quarter view
Perfecting profiles

Expressing Yourself with Those Eyes

Considering the many looks of eyes
Defining jazzy eyes with brows
Lashing out with attitude
Tackling eyes from different angles
Adding flair with closed eyes

Keeping Noses Simple

Blessing your fashionista with an elegant
nose



Giving your guy a strong nose
Creating a cute kid nose
Taking in the nose from other views

Setting Down Mouths That Speak and Smile

Trying the classic feminine pout
Sketching a manly mouth
Making sure your kids aren’t too mouthy
Looking at lips from different
perspectives

Stylish and Subtle: Playing Down Ears

“C-ing” a simple ear for beauty
Allowing ears to peek through long hair

Chapter 8: Guaranteeing Good Hair Days

Locks 101: Getting the Basics on Drawing
Fashion Hair

Keeping things natural with a curving
hairline
Delivering a good parting line

Curly, Straight, and Shiny, Oh My! Drawing
Different Types of Hair

Creating curls
Achieving straight, voluminous hair
Twinkle, twinkle, big star: Making your
fashionista’s hair shine



Exploring Wonderful Hairstyles for Women

Short and sassy styles
Shoulder-grazing tresses
Long and lustrous locks
Sweeping updos

Creating Dude ’Do’s That Aren’t Duds

Sporting the classic look of short hair
The African-American man’s hair
Taking the free-spirit approach with
longer locks
The smooth operator: Smoothing back
your man’s mane
Adding a spiked and trendy coif
Being young, hip, and emo

Keeping It Simple for Kids’ Hairstyles

Sticking with the short and sweet look
Holding back hair in ponytails, pigtails,
and braids

Part III: Dressing Your Fashion Figure

Chapter 9: Slipping into Shirts and Sweaters

Topping It Off: Basic Shirts for Everybody

Drawing the basic shirt
Adding shirt details



Putting Together the Tee

Fitting the girl to a tee
Making casual tees for guys of every size
Trying tank top variations
Taking sports jerseys beyond the stadium

Putting on a Polo

Polo players for guys
Women’s polos

Dressing Up the Button-Down Shirt

Drawing the classic Lady Blouse
The dress shirt: Nailing the corporate look
for guys
Going casual in flannel

Stepping Out in Snappy Sweaters

Drawing a simple sweater
Adding some style to the basic sweater
Creating cool cardigans
Fashioning sweatshirts

Chapter 10: Presenting Perfect Pants

Mastering Pants One Line at a Time

Putting the basic shape in place
Working on the waistband and belt loops
Focusing on the fly



Putting in pockets
Taking on topstitching
No hemming and hawing over stylish
hems and cuffs

Rounding Out a Women’s Pants Wardrobe

Pulling on a pair of skinny jeans
Loving those leggings
Checking out the backside
Putting on dressy pants
Slipping into sweatpants — so easy

Drawing the Man’s Must-Have: Pants for Guys

Going casual with cargo pants
Achieving a formal look with dress pants
Dressing guys in jeans and khakis

Creating Pants for Girls and Boys

Finding differences in the details
Covering up kids with overalls

Chapter 11: Getting All Dolled Up: Evening Wear

Glamming It Up in Gorgeous Gowns

Dressing up the basic shapes
Mastering the must-have little black dress
Shaking up the look with a cocktail dress
Looking sleek in a sheath
Creating breathtaking ball gowns



Putting On the Ritz for Guys

Sketching a suitable tux jacket
Transforming dress pants into tuxedo
pants
Bringing on the bow tie

Delighting Girls with Their Dream Dresses

Fitting girls with a puffy party dress
Adding a touch of glitter
Drawing tween looks

Dressing Boys in Dapper Duds

Brushing up on blazer basics
Trying a tie

Chapter 12: Outerwear for All

Sensational Spring Jackets

Venturing out in lightweight jackets
Delighting in rainy day raincoats

Fabulous Fall Fashions

Exploring fall jacket styles
Kicking up your heels in ankle boots
Layering looks

Warm and Wintry

Putting on a great winter coat



Designing chill boots
Wrapping up with scarves of all sorts
Sporting gloves and mittens

Chapter 13: Accenting the Accessories

Finding the Right Shoes

Concentrating on the classics for women
Drawing a dude’s shoes
Booting ’em up
Lounging about in sandals, wedges, and
flip-flops

Drawing Kidswear: Shoes That Play Well

Sneakers — always in style
Clogs for kids

Jewelry and Watches: It’s All About the Bling

Necklaces — simple to outrageous
Bangles for hands and feet
Watching the time
Keeping jewelry simple for kids

Let’s Hear It for the Hat

Drawing high-fashion headgear for any
occasion or season
Going classic with the ball cap
Topping it off with kids’ hats



Part IV: Taking Your Fashion Drawing to the Next Level

Chapter 14: Fabrics: Refining Style with Draping,
Texture, and Patterns

Getting the Hang of Draping

Following the folds to show how clothes
move
Tightening folds for body-hugging clothes
Drawing folds in hanging fabric
Folding in the fabric’s characteristics

Creating Depth with Texture

Creating a luxurious look with
herringbone
Conquering cross-hatching
Starting with stippling
Working with thick wool trim

Puzzling Out Patterns and Prints

Polka dot time
Stripes and more stripes
Practical plaids

Handling Unique Fabrics

Strutting down the street in leather
Flouncing around in fluffy tulle
Catching the eye with sequins



Chapter 15: Conveying Attitude and Movement
through Body Language

Producing a Fluid Torso with Gesture Drawing
Hitting the Catwalk

The fierce walk
The famous fashion turn
The jutting hip
The man’s strut

Exaggerating the Excitement

Long body lines
Creating facial expression
Hair moves

Letting Your Figures Take Flight

Taking a leap
Sticking the landing
Jumping with one leg stretched
Reaching up with the arms

Sinking into the Sophisticated Slouch

Curving it back
Relaxing the legs
Languid arms

We’ve Got Your Back!

The sexy spine



Broad backs

Chapter 16: Going to Extremes to Develop Your
Own Style

Exaggerating Your Designs

Extending your proportions
Keeping your arms long, thin, and flowing
Looking at some leggy legends
Topping off your illustration with
outrageous hair
Trying out other extreme ideas

Going for a Minimal Look

Staying skimpy on the lines
Avoiding traditional hands or feet
Opting for a face without features
Leaving your figures gorgeously bald (or
even headless)

Chapter 17: Building Your Fashion Design Portfolio

Looking at Portfolio Formats
Picking Material for Your Portfolio

Deciding on the number of pieces
Choosing your best work
Showing designs from start to finish
Keeping your portfolio focused
Organizing your illustrations



Putting Together a Traditional Portfolio

Picking out a portfolio case
Prepping your work for display

Designing a Digital Portfolio

Scanning your work
Fixing your images
Posting to a website
Creating a slideshow

Part V: The Part of Tens

Chapter 18: Ten Ways to Stay Current

Peruse Fashion Publications
Check Out Celebrity Styles
Keep Up with New Music
Log onto Fashion Websites and Blogs
People-Watch in the City
Drop into an Art Museum
Browse Boutiques and Department Stores
Hit the Vintage Stores and Thrift Shops
Catch Fashion Shows on TV
Watch Old Movies for New Ideas

Chapter 19: Ten Steps to Kick-Start Your Career

Build a Portfolio
Create an Online Presence
Tweet Your Own Horn on Social Media
Show Off Your Technique on YouTube



Network
Hand Out Business Cards
Exhibit Your Work
Create Your Own Promo Pieces
Dress the Part
Alert the Press! It’s All About You!
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